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Deputy medical investigator Jim Uttke identified the men late Thursday night as Lyndon
Amestoy and Richard Runyon. The spokesman said he did not know who was the pilot
and was not authorized to disclose ages or hometowns.
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By acknowledging the feelings and thoughts that we have, and gently redirecting our
attention to the positive, we can lessen the stress we are experiencing. Escaping the
feeling of being crushed under extreme stress can prompt us to make better choices,
maximising the opportunities ahead. The stress response can create resilience – the root,
perhaps, of the old saying that what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.
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The GL-10 Greased Lightning is a ten-engine, battery-powered prototype with a ten-foot
wingspan that can change its shape midair to fly either horizontally or vertically. This
month, NASA announced it recently took off vertically and, for the first time, successfully
rotated its wings to transition from “helicopter” mode to standard “wingborne” flight.
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The main celebrations to mark the event will be held tomorrow at the Red Square in
Moscow where many world leaders including the African Union chairperson and Zimbabwe
President Mugabe will be in attendance.
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Agencies’ short-term staff billings increased further in April, but the latest rise was the
slowest in six months. This corresponded with a moderation in the rate of growth of
demand for temporary/contract staff to the least marked since January.
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But it also has something to do with his confidence. When I’ve seen him play for Wales he
cuts loose. At Real he looks more reserved. For Wales he is the star and takes on

everything but he doesn’t have to travel too far with the ball at Real because there are top
players all around him he can give it to.
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One candidate who has captured more attention than respect is Magdalena Ogorek, the
36-year-old candidate for the Democratic Left Alliance. Though she has a doctorate in
history, the former actress and TV presenter has no real political experience and many
commentators have dismissed her as a light-weight. She has not helped her own cause,
appearing recently at a fashion show wearing a decidedly un-presidential outfit: a flimsy
petticoat-style dress with straps that ended well above the knees.
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